
modern casegoods + conference

#lovewhatyoudo
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Vision’s private office, collaborative and open plan solutions offer endless possibilities.
Fall in love with the clean lines and contemporary veneers of this sophisticated office collection.  

 

SMART. 
 VERSATILE.

meet Vision.
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Vision supports the varied 
requirements of a modern 
office. Modesty panels, wire 
management solutions and 
surface power keep work 
productive and attuned to  
everyday needs.

TAKE CHARGE.
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MAKE A  
STATEMENT.

A contemporary desk of classic 
proportions coupled with a 
freestanding storage wall 
provides the perfect platform 
for executive decision making. 
Add an accessory rail or an 
adjustable height surface to 
enhance work flow.
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Create fresh and open collaborative team environments that are as much a value as they are valuable.
Vision storage opportunities are endless with open shelving, cubbies, sliding door overheads, wardrobes and filing options.

without
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IMPRESS 
THE TEAM.

A knife edge on a Vision 
conference table gives modern 
appeal to any meeting room.
Timeless veneers provide 
character while power units 
and rectangular bases provide 
practical functionality.
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Back-to-back stations with a shared 
central activity hub are designed 
for immediate team engagements. 
For private tasking, acrylic screens 
keep work focused while defining 
individual spaces.

TOGETHER 
OR SEPARATE.

layered storage 
Combine vertical and horizontal storage elements, keeping 
everything aligned with flexible mounting systems.

wire management 
Keep cords organized and out of sight with concealed  
wire managers and conveniently located grommets.

peninsula desks

storage

modesty panels
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l unit with privacy screen,  
low storage and wardrobe

l unit with low storage 
and overheads

team station with low storage 
and overheads

u unit with  
adjustable height desk

team station with  
adjustable height tables

table desk with credenza 
and wardrobes

l unit with double-height 
overhead storage

desk with credenza  
and wardrobes

u unit with adjustable height 
desk and bridge

225 CLAY STREET

JASPER, INDIANA 47546

800.457.4511   TOLL FREE

812.482.3204   OFFICE
JSIFURNITURE.COM

JSI is quality furniture for work and life.


